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The best way to understand Facebook is to ask, which kind of commu-
nication it can replace. In the literature I've found, that Facebook is able
to replace:

• E-Mail 
• telephone 
• postcards 
• real friendships 
• real birthday parties 
• instant messenger and videochat like Skype 
• tabloid newspapers 
• Moodle 
• Church 

The limits of Facebook are given, if the social network can't replace
former media or communication style. What Facebook is not able to re-
place is for example:

• Wikipedia 
• Weblogs 
• searchengines 
• PDF documents 
• Youtube 

The Facebook network itself is trying to do so. For example, it is possi-
ble to upload videos to Facebook or create a wiki inside Facebook with
the help of an app, but in general the result is not satisfactory. Using
Facebook the right way means, to use it only for the purpose of replac-
ing friendship, newspapers and instant-messaging. And this is the way
of how to explain what Facebook is. We must focus our intention of
this old-communication forms.  ICQ was a good example for instant
messanger,  SMS  too.  Both  communication  forms  were  replaced  by
Facebook. And it makes sense, to watch them now with a special atten-
tion. ICQ can be seen from an archaeology perspective, as an early at -
tempt to communicate.
ICQ was a Windows-only software which were installed on a PC, and
was used for recreational realtime chat with friends. Also a group-chat
function was integrated, and the user had the option to use smiley's.
Recognizing the limit of Facebook is important, because it helps to un-
derstand the idea behind it. If Facebook is able to replace something,
than it gives a powerful alternative. For example, we can ask the ques-
tion if Facebook is able to replace the Amazon.com website. From a
technical point of view, it is possible to open a business page inside
Facebook. And Amazon has created such a marketing website. But, it is
not possible to purchase a product there, if the customer wants to do so,
he is redirected to the normal Amazon website in the internet.  So it
seems, that Facebook can't replace Amazon.
On the other hand, there are some examples out there which are show-
ing, that Facebook can replace an old business model. That is true for
some newspapers. They have a huge Facebook website, and sometimes,
they  have  closed  their  normal  website  outside  of  Facebook,  so  the
newspaper is a Facebook-only newspaper. This business model works,
because  the  content  of  the  newspaper  consists  of  photographs  plus
small text and is using ads for financial backup. Everything can be done
inside Facebook, so the social network replaces the technology which
was previously used.

Another technology which was replaced successful by Facebook is the
AOL Messenger and MSN messenger. Both are equal to ICQ and the
feature was, to enable user-centric chat over the internet. The difference
to Facebook was, that the early chat-messanger are installed on the lo-
cal PC as a softwareprogram, and this prevents that an ICQ user can
chat with an MSN user.

Limits

It is easy to find subjects, in which Facebook fails. Failure in a sense,
that it isn't able to replace existing technology. For example, I entered
the keyword “learning from demonstration” in the searchbox, in  the
hope that Facebook is better than a searchengine, better than Arxiv and
better than a scientific conference. Surprisingly, the result was not very
pleasant. The only post Facebook has found, was a small note about a
paper, which is hosted outside of Facebook, and the result list was with
overall 10 entries very small. It seems, that no interesting photos, no
chats, people or pages are written inside Facebook which have to do
with “Learning from demonstration”. That means, there are better alter-
natives out for example Google Scholar.
To make the point clear, I want to give the counter-example in which
Facebook can replace a former technology. This time, we are searching
for  paintings.  Facebook  finds  a  lot  of  photos,  and  also  dedicated
groups,  in  which  the  members  are  posting  100  images  per  day.
Scrolling through the pictures is very interesting. It can be seen as a re-
placement  for  an offline museum and also as  a  replacement  for  the
Google image search. The advantage of Facebook is, that under the pic-
ture a comment is possible so it is possible to interact with the artists.
Facebook is also very good in finding real-life events. For example, we
are searching for an event “Goethe Faust” which will takes place in the
next week. And surprisingly, Facebook finds a lot of them, which can
be sort by the location. That feature seems to be more advanced, than
what Google has to offer.

Google Plus

Facebook is not the only social network today. An alternative is Google
Plus, Instagram and Whatsapp. In most cases, the users of one social
network think their own choice is superior, but it is possible to evaluate
the candidates objective. The question is: which of the social networks
can replace the other one? The most important question is perhaps, if
Google Plus can replace Facebook. Answer: no. Because Google Plus
has no events,  and many newspapers are not happy with it,  because
Google Plus is not very business friendly. But the other way around is
possible: Facebook can replace Google Plus. Facebook has everything
what Google Plus has and much more. So the prediction is, that exactly
this will happen in future.
I think, it is not enough enough to evaluate a technology by itself, but
we must ask additional for a replacement of older technologies. The in-
ternet was not only invented, because TCP/IP is so great, the internet
was invented to destroy to book publishers. And the television was in-
vented to kill the radiostar. This goal of media is not very often dis-
cussed, but apart from the feature of a new invention itself, the users
behind it, are trying to dominate the debate. After the new invention is
established, the older predecessor can be seen in a museum. My predic-
tion is, that Facebook will bring Google Plus into the museum.
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